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In Karate, when fighting a larger more powerful target one doesn't rely on
strength alone. One must also use deception; create a distraction that allows
successive disabling blows aimed at killing the opponent. For example, the
purpose of taking an opponent to the ground is to create an opening for a fatal
blow while the unbalanced target is falling and vulnerable.

In similar fashion, when the Democrats realized that Trump was a stronger
adversary and a greater threat than they believed him to be, they needed to find
ways to go after him. Because of his flamboyant personal style, they felt they
could resort to attacking his character and impugning his motives.

This was clearly demonstrated at the Russia hearings when Senator Mark
Warner delivered a vulgar tirade consisting of innuendo and accusations,
supported by nothing more than vile bravado and disrespect.

By calling the President names during a televised setting, the Democrats’
questioning served to create one of their many distractions.

Senate Democrats like Bernie Sanders rely on accusing Trump of being
authoritarian and a danger to our Democracy. This tactic was employed early on
by the notable elite Lawrence Summers, a man whose economic failures have
promoted him ever upwards.

This distracting rhetoric, keeps the attention focused on one man rather than on
the ubiquitous corruption that pervades our national government, and the political
parties in particular.

At its core, the Party disagreements are over national vision and policy, ranging
from economics to immigration. But, that is not the basis of the attacks. Because
Trump has dared to question the inevitability of the American Republic’s slide
into oblivion, he has been labeled a demagogic threat. This of course contrasts
with the real demagoguery of Barack Obama, who was truly among the greatest
threats to federal government that we have seen.

The difference is that Obama and those that lately preceded him have been
lapdogs of the power elite. While many of Trump’s policies are more
establishment Republican than Conservative, and not as outside of the
Washington box as many would want, he himself is an outsider whose
presentation and words are atypical for a Washington politician.
While Trump may not be America’s savior, he does have a strong sense of what
is right and wrong with America, and has voiced the frustration of many
Americans and given them hope.

Trump's declaration that America is built on a different creed and ethic, and that
America is magnificently different - is the true threat he poses to the Washington
mutual admiration society.

The incredibly publicized, and now admittedly fabricated, Democrat instigated
accusations of a manifold Russian connection have been in the forefront of the
news for more than a year – and with the closure of the Ringling Bros. Circus, the
Russia probe has become the biggest Side Show in town.

But, there is a conclusion regarding the Russia thing of which we should be
cautious. Talk radio has promoted the idea that the Democrats have spent seven
months creating a lie about Trump's Russian connection; solely because the
Democrats can't believe they lost the election.

Any suggestion that the Russian creation is an hysterical rationalization by
Democrats nationwide, is a very dangerous misreading of what is occurring. The
constant attacks are part of a larger game plan.

The Democrats know they lost the Presidential election. They know they have
lost hundreds of state and county elections across the nation. They understand
that in spite of the media’s continuing support for their policies, their support in
key states is limited to particular areas and demographics that include some
questionably legitimate voters; and that their political agenda doesn't represent
the political positions of a majority of Americans.

Spending $23 Million in the Georgia Special House race, and losing, is not
encouraging for them.

Still, politics having the predictability of a drug addicted friend, if the Democrats
somehow regained the House in 2018, and President Trump were impeached,
that would not be the end of the turmoil in the country.

As much as we are being led to focus on the Left's continual assault on President
Trump, President Trump is incidental to the Left's long range plans. Any nonestablishment Republican in the White House would receive the same treatment,
albeit tailored differently. The purpose of the attacks is to throw everything off
balance.

Like a Martial Arts' move, the move to take Trump down, or any other nonconforming Republican, is about throwing everything into imbalance and upset so
that a real attack can take place,

There is much more than just the 2018, or 2020 elections at stake. And, that
"much more" centers on the former President – Barack Obama.

Obama can't run for President again, and it is doubtful his ego would allow him to
seek a lesser job. But, former President Obama’s agenda does not rely solely on
Democrats or running for office.

The question then is - what is his agenda? We hear from his supporters that it is
to maintain his legacy, much of which was observably destructive to America – in
spite of all reporting to the contrary.

Discounting an ill Woodrow Wilson, we never before had a former President
remain in D.C. after leaving office. While the Democrat Party may not be very
strong, Mr. Obama's following is.

The explanation that Obama only wanted to remain in D.C. until his children left
school, never seemed credible; and it isn't.

He has purchased an 8.1 million dollar compound in D.C., and recently we
learned that Valerie Jarrett has moved in. Besides being his White House
Advisor, she was Obama's assistant for Public Engagement, responsible for
communicating with various interest groups. It would appear that Mr. Obama is
setting up a command post from which Ms. Jarrett will once again communicate
with selected groups for her old boss.

Not only has Obama surrounded himself with former White House people, former
Obama Director of Public Engagement, Jon Carson, is now Organizing for Action
Executive Director, and Senior Campaign Advisor David Axelrod serves as an
OFA consultant.

OFA started out as Organizing for Obama, which morphed into Obama for
America. This current iteration is again focused on the President's agenda. It is
the new OFA that worked hand in hand with Indivisible disrupting Republican
Town Halls across the country.

Obama, now armed with a lifelong pension and millions of dollars in book deals
and speaking fees, and with the continued backing of several billionaires, is still
running the opposition. And, he has been joined in this operation by none other
than Eric Holder, who has been working as outside counsel to the California
legislature in its opposition to Trump's policies and its push to make California a
sanctuary state.

While the Republicans fight among themselves in defining their agenda, the
Progressive Left is organized and focused.

Most Americans haven't come to terms with the reality that the utopian touchy
feely strain of American Liberalism has been supplanted in the Democratic Party
by a Progressive strain of Communist oriented politics that has as its goal the
destruction of the American political system and America itself. Most Americans
don't understand that the Black movement in today's America is not inspired by
Martin Luther King's all inclusive vision. It is a Black supremacy radically antiWhite movement.

With an already predicted demise of a White majority within a generation, Obama
understood that the more immigrant fundamentalist Muslims there are in the
United States the more they weaken Christianity's singular hold on America. He
also understood that a strong Radical Islam helps weaken Christianity world
wide, and ultimately America. That is why the "compassionate" pro-gay, proFeminist Left, taking their cues from Obama, rarely mentions the butchery Islam
performs on the genitals of young girls, or the murder of gays, or the treatment of
women as second class citizens - or the multitude of Islamic Terrorist atrocities
done in the name of Allah world wide.

The Left looks to the world outside of the U.S. for their ideology and tactics.
Black face-masked, stone throwing, cop killing rioters are modeled after

Palestinian terrorists, and to some degree share the goals and tactics of the
murderous German Baader-Meinhof Gang.

The United States is an anomaly among nations, even an anomaly in Western
Civilization. Its continuing success is a hindrance to the furtherance of a
ubiquitous international Socialist world.

Mr. Obama's administration was very clearly internationalist, not pro-American;
however you want to define "American."

So - while the more Conservative members of Congress fruitlessly attempt to
control the more numerous and powerful establishment Republicans, while
Americans continue to look to the current political system for solutions - OFA is
organizing outside the system by the tens, the hundreds and the thousands - and
promoting its agenda.

During the 2016 presidential election, OFA was criticized by the Democrats for
working independently from them, and maintaining a separate donor channel.
For those who have been receiving OFA emails, the American political field looks
very different from what we see on the news or hear on talk radio.

According to the Left, Trump's victory was not the will of a large segment of the
population, but an evil Fascist creation by selfish billionaires. That this description
much more aptly describes the Left’s support is of no matter to those spewing
forth lies and creating divisive hatred. The Left would lead us to believe their
billionaires are out to stop global warming and gun violence, and bring social
justice to persecuted women, gays, Muslims and Blacks throughout the world.

In the weeks leading up to the Congressional baseball shooting by an inspired
Leftist, messages about Wear Orange Rallies for Gun Violence Prevention were
being sent to millions of OFA mail recipients.

As Republican voters were listening to their favorite radio host for the latest on
the Russia scandal, emails from Organizing for Action
denouncing the proposed budget, and announcing Marches for equality were
being sent.

Besides Congressmen like John Lewis and Barbara Boxer, and Democratic
campaign organizers, there are former Obama officials like Valerie Jarrett and
Jen Psaki scribing emails about issues from health care to climate change.

Local OFA affiliates are out in the streets supporting every issue that was
prioritized under Obama. They are keeping the anger level high and maintaining
a sense of involvement. And, they are organizing, and growing their OFA fellow
activist base with OFA Fellowship camps.

So, while the Republicans in-fight and quibble, and Republican voters refuse to
come to terms with the fact that the Republican Party is not a Conservative Party,
the Obama organized Radical Left is building support across the United States.

The Right has nothing comparable. The Tea Party, which saw a few moments of
glory, was attacked as relentlessly by the Republican establishment as they were
by the Leftist media.

There are myriad Leftists groups like BLM and pro-Palestinian groups like SJP
on Campuses across the country. One could surmise that eventually they will all
fall under the OFA umbrella when the time is right. Many traditional Democrats
will go to the voting booths, while many Leftists will go to the streets. They,
though, will all have one inspirational leader - Barack Obama. The man spent
eight years in the White organizing every discontent that wanted a voice.

Since Ferguson Missouri the country has been under siege. In spite of Obama's
own Justice Department's findings that the entire "Hands up don't shoot"
scenario was a complete lie, the Progressive Left and its sycophant media was
relentless in the use of the false narrative, using it as the basis for violence - as
happened in Baltimore, in the several shootings of policemen, in marches
blocking highways, in Inauguration Day riots, and in violent protests on college
campuses; effectively protesting nothing - but effectively projecting power.

The threat of orchestrated Black rioting and violent Leftist street mobs in
hundreds of cities forces leaders and politicians to tread lightly when dealing with
certain issues. Even school administrators are afraid to move against them.

Mr. Obama very clearly stated that he wanted a fundamental transformation of
America. And, we should never forget that this construct of a man began his
political career in the home of the militant radical left-wing Weather Underground
founder Bill Ayers.

Immediately after the election, he reached out to his OFA supporters, making
protesting sound like great fun.
“You’re going to see me early next year, and we’re going to be in a position
where we can start cooking up all kinds of great stuff.”
When Trump moved on immigration to fight terrorism, Obama gave his followers
verbal support for their anti-Trump protests at several airports.

The attempted massacre of Republican members of the House -prevented only
by the presence of two brave Capitol Police Officers - while shocking, was merely
another skirmish in what can only be described as a war.

It will be within the turmoil in the streets, and on college campuses, away from
the myriad distractions being thrown at us, that the fight for control of the Federal
government and the future of the United States will be determined.
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